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CHAPTER I
STATSmSNT OF TIE PROBLEM
The study of history is the study of men. If history cannot
be written in terms of great men alone, neither can history be
j
complete or intelligible without attention to them. Furthermore,
the version of history which we present in our classrooms needs i
the vitality that biography can bring. The panorama of civili- !
zation emerges through the lives of outstanding people. Spirited
biographies make history and society live since events and ac-
tions hinge upon individuals. May Lamberton Becker succintly
states: "History is a network of biographies for it is made by
..1
the lives of men.
In an attempt to discover which persons are mentioned in re-
cent junior high school American history textbooks, the follow-
ing five books, published between 1945 and 1947, were examined:
1. Casner, Mabel; Gabriel, Ralph, The Story of American
Democracy . New York: Harcourt. Brace & Co., 1945.
2. Celeste, Sister, The Origin and Grov/th of Our Republic .
New York: MacMillan Company, 1947.
5. McGuire, Edna; Portwood, Thomas, The Rise of Our Free
Nation. New York: KacMillan Company, 1946.
4. Faulkner, Harold; Kepner, Tyler; Pitkin, Victor, U.S.A.
New York: Harper Brothers, 1945.
M. L. Becker, Adventures In Reading , Stokes, New York, 1937,
P» 98. _
1^- !
.1
5. Wilson, Howard; Lamb, Wallace, American History . New
York: American Book Company, 1947.
These books were examined for:
!• The number of persons mentioned in each and the total
number in the five books
.
2. The number of times each person is mentioned in each
book.
3. The number of persons common to five books,
4. The classes of persons mentioned and the classes which
received most emphasis in the different books.
5. The amount of space in lines devoted to each person.
Ten words constituted one line.
ft
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES
As the schools have increasingly developed wide reading pro-
grams in the social studies, it is safe to say that the use of
biography has increased on the junior and senior high school
level of instruction. In whatever form the school organizes and
teaches American history, biography is essential to an under-
standing of our history. In fact, biography is an inseparable
part of all history and today there is a wealth of material on
which pupils can draw for understanding, enjoyment, and
Inspiration.
2
By encouraging the reading of biography, subjects, movements
and events may be better interpreted and understood by students
in the school. Gamaliel Bradford says, "And by beginning with
the human element, you insensibly open up before your pupil all
the wide and varying fields of thought. If he has become in-
terested in the men who are working in these fields, he cannot
avoid some measure of interest in the fields themselves.'
ij
2
Florence Wilson, "Biography and Use of Biography," In
Richard E. Thursfield, Editor, The Study and Teaching ofAmerican
History , Seventeenth Yearbook of the National Council of Social i
Studies
,
1946, p. 317.
3
Gamaliel Bradford, Biography and The Human Heart
,
Houghton
Company, New York, 1932, p. 33.
|
I
"The biography of a relatively unknovm person inevitably re-
flects something of the culture in which he lived. ""^
Textbooks cannot be conceived as the sole materials of
learning. The fact that all the information pertinent to a
given subject cannot be fo\md in a textbook is not a drav/back
but a desirable feature helping to promote the development of
the kinds of study skills which students will use in after life.
The textbook has an important function and major role. Its pur-
pose is to help the student to organize and to intellectualize
,
that is, to make meaningful his experiences.
"There is no other 'Hall of Fame* that can compare with the
textbook in national history in keeping alive the memories of
those who have gone before."
In 1916, Bagley''' examined twenty-three textbooks published
between 1881 to 1913 and found that in the period of Discovery
and Exploration, Columbus, Cartier, and Raleigh were found in
all books; William Pitt was mentioned in all the texts during
4
Edgar Bruce 'nVesley, Keading Guide For The Social Studies
Teacher, Bulletin 17, National Council For The Social Studies,
R. V/. Tyler, "The Textbook in Ivlodern Education," Harvard
Educational Review, May, 1941, p. 329-358.
W. C. Bagley and H. 0. Rugg, The Content of American His -
tory as Taught in the Seventh and ]<Tgh.th Gr'aSes , Bulletin 16,
Schoojr~of EducaTIon, University of Illinois, 1916, Chapter 14.
7
W. C. Bagley, "Present Day Minimal Essentials in U. S.
History as Taught in the Seventh and Eighth Grades," National
Society of Education, Yearbook 16, Chapter 9.

the Colonial War Period; James Otis in the Revolutionary War I
period; Washington from 1783 to 1812; Madison 1812 to 1816; and -
Lincoln during the Civil Vi/ar period.
o
In a study made by Rosenbloum at the State University of
Iowa in 1928, five textbooks were analyzed and the following
conclusions made:
1. Eight hundred and twenty three different men were found
in the five books, the number in a single book ranging from 560
to 503.
2. Out of the eight hundred and twenty-three different men
mentioned, fifty-one were explorers, ten were men of industry,
seventy-three were colonizers, one hundred and ninety-one were
statesmen, one hundred and twenty-one were military men, thirty-
six were naval men, forty-six were educators and religious work-^
ers, one hundred and ninety were artists and musicians, and
seventy-three were scientists and Inventors. There were also i
i
sixty-six persons in a miscellaneous group.
3. Only one htmdred and thirty-six men out of the eight
hundred and fifty-three different men were found common to all
of the textbooks
.
8
Minnie Rosenbloum, "Men Mentioned in Five Junior High
School American History Textbooks, 1925-1927," Unpublished
Master's Thesis, State University of Iowa, 1928.

4. The ten most frequently mentioned persons were:
Rank Person Frequency of Mention
1 Washington, George 575
2 Lincoln, Abraham 224
O Jefferson, Thomas 197
4 Jackson, Andrew T no172
5 Grant, Ulysses S, 115
6 Hamilton, Alexander 112
7 Lee, Robert 108
8 Columbus, Christopher 103
9 Wilson, VVoodrov; 102
10 Roo s eve 11 , Theodore 92
The ten persons having the greatest number of events
attributed to each were:
Rank Person No. of Events No. of Lines
1 Washington, George 185
2 Jefferson, Thomas 121
5 Lincoln, Abraham 121
4 Jackson, Andrew 73
5 Wilson, Woodrow 69
6 Grant, Ulysses S. 54
7 Hamilton, Alexander 53
8 Franklin, Benjamin 49
9 Colximbus, Christopher 48
10 Adams, John 44
4221
2785
2284
1892
1651
1424
1280
1161
1098
1089
I
6. The events with which the eight hundred and twenty-three
men v/ere mentioned were practically the same in each of the five
textbooks. The men were chiefly connected with military and
political affairs.
Eugene Sloan^ found that in four senior high school text-
hooks one thousand two hundred ninety-four persons were men-
tioned. Of these only one hundred eighty-eight were named in
all four textbooks. He also found that statesmen and rulers oc-
cupied the predominant position, followed by military men,
literary persons, theatre persons, educators, religious leaders,
social reformers, explorers and finally scientists. The follow-
ing table shows the rank of each:
Type of Activity Frequency
1. Statesmen, rulers 420
2. Military men 143
3. Literary persons 134
4. Theatre persons 58
5. Educators 31
6. Religious leaders 75
7. Social reformers 35
8. Explorers 63
9. Scientists 85
10. Miscellaneous 36
I
Eugene Sloan, "A Study of Emphasis on Personages in American
History Textbooks," Unpublished Master's Thesis, George Peabody
College for Teachers, 1939.
rI
He found that there were no radio personages mentioned and
only 35 persons connected with religion. Fourteen aviators were
mentioned as compared to only seven in the railroad field and
only two in the field of water transportation. The ten most
frequently mentioned persons were:
Rank Person
1 Wilson, Woodrow
2 Roosevelt, Theodore
3 Jefferson, Thomas
4 Lincoln, Abraham
5 Roosevelt Franklin D.
6 V/ashington, George
7 Jackson, Andrew
8 Hamilton, Alexander
9 Clay, Henry
10 Hoover, Herbert
Analysis showed that Jefferson's influence extended from the
revolutionary period to Franklin Roosevelt's administration, his
theories of democracy being subject to frequent comparisons.
Only sixty women were mentioned and of these six were found in
all four. One third of the women mentioned were in the liter-
ary field, and only in the fields of military affairs, finance,
and science were they completely excluded. The following
table shows the type of activity engaged in by the women
mentioned:
Frequency
157
129
115
105
104
103
98
67
66
64
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4
.
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9. Athlete 1
10. Jm\JXXX Xi^ X 1
11 . Til rill p « "hftT*
X
13- •Tild (7A 1
14. Musician 1
15. Orator 1
16. Religion 1
17. Miscellaneous 5
Eighty English personages were mentioned but no Chinese or
Japanese. Only nine Negroes were included and of these only
Dred Scott was mentioned in all the textbooks . Sloan found
from his analysis that large racial minorities are excluded
from these textbooks examined.
r
PROCEDURE
Each of the five books was carefully examined line by line
and the findings tabulated. The data was compiled on sheets of
paper on which the name of the textbook was listed at the top
and the names of the persons were alphabetically listed. On the
right hand side of the page the names were classified according
to the types of activity in which each engaged.
In the summary findings the classes were grouped under twelve
types. Those persons for whom classification was not clear,
were placed in the class given to them by the Dictionary of Am-
erican Biography or Yiho ' s ViTho In America.
The classes were grouped under twelve types as follows:
1. Capitalists, industrialists, financiers, merchants.
2. Statesmen, rulers, government officials, politicians.
judges. envoys, presidents.
5. Military men, army, navy.
4. Literary.
5. Entertainment
.
6. Artists
.
7. Educators
.
8. Religion,
9. Scientists and doctors.
10. Social reformers.
11. Explorers and colonizers.
12. Miscellaneous and unclassified.

From the information thus compiled the table of persons,
summary, and conclusions all of which follow has been compiled.

CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL CHARACTERS IN FIVE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
AMERICAN HISTORY TEXTBOOKS
Table I is the combined alphabetical list of all the per-
sons in all the books analyzed in this study.
In this master list each book is identified by a letter.
The list follows:
A - Casner, Mabel, and Gabriel, Ralph, The Story of
American Democracy * New York: Harcourt Brace & Co.,
1945.
I
B - Celeste, Sister, The Origin and Growth of Our Republic .
New York: HacMillan Company, 1947.
C - McGuire, Edna, and Portwood, Thomas, The Rise of Our
Free Nation. New York: MacLiillan Company , 19"?§
.
D - Faulkner, Harold, Kepner, Tyler, and Pitkin, Victor,
U. S. A. New York: Harper Brothers, 1945.
E - Wilson, Howard, and Lamb, Wallace, American History .
New York: American Book Company, 1^47.
Table II presents a summary of the frequency of names in
five, four, three, tv^o, and one books.
Table III reports the summary of types of activities
engaged in by all persons in all five books.
Table IV presents the names of people whose complete
jbiographies were recorded in certain books.
Table V enumerates the names of women mentioned in each
text book.
Table VI sets forth the frequency of v/omen mentioned in
five, four, three, two, and one books.
jE
Table VII presents a summary of the types of woman acti-
vity mentioned in all the textbooks used in this study.
Table VIII enumerates the first thirty names of promin-
ence according to superiority of line count in all books used
in this study.
Table IX presents a comparison of the thirty most promin-
ent persons in the study with the list of thirty prominent
Americans made up by Dumas Malone.
f I
TABLE I
TABLS OF PERSONS
14
mm A B C D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Abbey, Edwin 1 2 Artist
Acquinas, Thomas (FR) 1 2 Theologian
Adams, Charles 1 2 Ambassador
Adams, Edwin 1 5 Inventor
Adams , Prank 1 3 Editor
Adams , John 11 15 12 5 17 464 Statesman
Adams, John Q. 5 14 1 1 7 244 Statesman
Adams , Sam 3 7 9 3 5 201 Politics
Addams , Jane 2 2 17 1 1 150 Humanitarian
Ade, George 1 2 Author
Ader, Clement (FR) 1 1 Flyer
Adolphus , Gustavus (SVJED) 1 1 Ruler
Agassiz, Louis 2 6 Scientist
Aguinaldo, Emilio (PHILIP) 1 2 6 Army
Alacron, Martin (SP) 1 1 Explorer
Alcott, Louisa 1 1 Author
Aleraany, Joseph 1 1 Priest
Alexander VI 1 5 Pope
Alger, Russell 1 1 Politics
Allen, Ethan 2 1 1 4 1 50 Soldier
Allouez, C. (FR) 1 1 Priest
Almy, kVilliam 1 1 Capitalist
Ic
—,
15
)
TABLE I (continued)
NA?.1E A B c D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Alyllon, Lucas (SP) 5 7 Explorer
Amundsen, Roald (NORW) 3 10 Explorer
Anderson, Marian (NEG) 1 1 2 Singer
Anderson, Robert 1 2 5 Soldier
Anderson, Maxwell 1 1 Playwright
Andre, John (FR) 1 2 1 12 Army (Spy)
Andpos, Ed. (ENG) 2 1 5 Governor
Anna, Santa (IIEX) 15 2 5 50 Soldier
Anthony, Susan 1 1 11 Reformer
Arkwright, Richard (SC) 2 1 1 4 Inventor
Armat , Thomas 1 1 Inventor
Armstrong, Henry (NEG) 1 1 Boxer
Armour, Philip-:^ 1 5 29 Capitalist
Arnold, Benedict 7 5 9 4 111 Soldier
Arnold, Henry 2 2 Flyer
Arthur, Chester 3 1 4 1 12 Statesman
Asbury, Francis 1 1 Clergy
Ashburton, Lord(ENG) 2 5 Statesman
Aspinwall, 'William 2 2 Financier
I
Astor, John 1 1 2 1 2 15 Capitalist
Attlee, Clement (ENG) 1 1 Statesman
Audubon, John 1 5 Artist
Auslander, Joseph 1 1 Poet

TABLE I (continued)
NAME ABODE LINES CLASSIFICATION
Austin, Ann 1 1 Colonizer
Austin, Moses 2 1 2 1 26 Colonizer
Austin, Stephen 5 5 1 42 Colonizer
Babcock, Orville 1 1 Politics
Babcock, Stephen 1 1 2 Scientist
Bacon, Nathaniel 3 1 4 Scientist
Bacon, Roger (ENG) 1 1 Scientist
Badin, Stephen 1 2 Religion
Baekeland, Leo H. 1 1 Scientist
Baer, George 3 3 Capitalist
Baily, John Bishop 1 1 Missionary
Baker, E. D. 1 1 Senator
Baker, Lorenzo 2 2 Navy
Baker
,
Ray- 1 1 Author
Balboa, Vasco de (SP) 4 1 2 6 104 Explorer
Ballinger, Richard 1 1 Politics
Baltimore, Lord 9 10 5 1 100 Colonizer
Bancroft, George 1 1 Historian
Bangs , John 1 1 Author
Banks, Nathaniel 1 1 Military
Barnard, Henry 2 1 8 Educator
Barre, Isaac (ENG) 1 1 Statesman
Barrow, Bennett 1 1 Capitalist
f i
i
li
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ABODE LINES CLASSIFICATIONNAME
Barry, John
Barton, Clara
Beauregard, P.
Beard, Daniel
Beaumarchais , C. (FR)
Becknell, William
Beebe, William
Bee Cher, Henry
Beecher, Lyman
Belknap, V/illiam
Bell, Alexander
Bell, John
Bellows, George
Benedict, Pope XV
Benet, Stephen
Benet, \7illiam
Benjamin, Judah
Bennett, Floyd
Benton, Thomas
Benton, Thomas H.
Benz, Carl (GERM)
Bergh, Henry
Bergman, Ingrid
TABLE I (continued)
2 3 1
1 5
12 1
1
1
2
1
1 1
2
3
1 4 4 6
111
1
2
1 1
1
1
1 1
3 1 2
1
1
5
1
JLU Navy
±o XMurse
8 Army
1 Reformer
5 Agent
5 Trader
1 Explorer
10 Religion
o Preacher
5 Politics
60 Inventor
rO±ltlC3
1 Artist
f\2 Religion
o Poet
1 Poet
1 Senator
2 Flyer
8 Artist
1 Senator
1 Inventor
5 Reformer
1 Actress
rr
TABLE I (continued)
NAME B D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Berkeley, William (ENG)
Berlin, Irving
Bessemer, Henry (ENG)
Bevin, Ernest (ENG)
Bidault, Georges (FR)
Biddle, George
Biddle, Nicholas
Bitter, Karl (AUST)
Black, Hugo
Blaine, James
Blair, Francis
Blanchet, Francois
Blennerhassett , Harman
Bleriot, Louis (FR)
Block, Adrian (ENG)
Blount, James
Bok, Edward (DUTCH)
Bolivar, Simon (SP)
Bonaventure , St
•
Bonham , J . B
•
Boone, Daniel
Booth, Edwin
Booth, John
13
1
5
12
1
1
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
5
1
21
7 Governor
1 5 Composer
1 10 Inventor
1 1 Statesman
1 1 Statesman
1
J. Artist
3 Banker
1 Sculptor
1 Law
1 10 Politics
1 Politics
1 Religion
1 Capitalist
3 Flyer
2 Explorer
1 Politics
1 Editor
12 152 Statesman
1 Theologian
1 Frontiersman
5 101 Explorer
2 17 Actor
5 Assasin
rc
J
.
19
TABLE I (continued)
A B C D E LI1^^ES CLASSIFICATION
1
Borah, V/illiam 1 1 3 Politics
Borglum, Gut zon 1 1 1 4 Sculptor
Bower, John 1 1 Inventor
Bowie, James 1 1 Frontiersman
Braddock, Edward (EKG) 1 1 1 8 Army
Bradford, William (ENG) 5 1 1 1 10 Colonizer
Bradstreet, Anne (ENG) 1 1 Poet
Brefeuf, Jean (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Breckenridge , John C. 1 1 1 1 5 Politics
Brev/ster, Mary 1 1 Nurse
Brewster, William (ENG) 1 1 3 Colonizer
Briand, Astride (FR) 1 1 Statesman
Bridger, Jim 1 1 Frontiersman
Brooke, John 1 1 Soldier
Brooks, Phillips 1 1 Reformer
Brouillet, John 1 1 Religion
Brown, Benjamin 1 1 Politics
Brown, Jasbo 1 1 Musician
Brown, John 4 2 3 4 55 Revolutionist
Brown, Koses 3 2 2 16 Capitalist
Brown, Priscilla 2 2 Laborer
Brush, Charles 1 2 Inventor
Bryan, William J. 1 8 1 2 8 105 Politics
1

TABLE I (continued)
NAME A B C D E LINES CLASSIFICAT 10]
Bryant, Vi/llliam 1 2 5 Poet
Buchanan, James 2 2 1 20 President
Buck, Pearl 1 2 Author
Bull, Sitting 1 1 Indian Chief
Burbank, Luther 2 1 8 Scientist
Burchard, Samuel 1 1 Religion
Burchfield, Charles 1 1 Artist
Burgoyne, John CENG) 1 5 1 6 1 36 Army
Burke, Edmund (ENG) 5 2 2 1 30 Statesman
Burnett, Frances 1 1 Author
Burns ide, Ambrose 1 1 4 Army
Burr , Aaron 6 1 3 30 Statesman
Butler, Benjamin 1 2 Ililitary
Butterfield, John 1 2 Capitalist
!Byrd, Richard E. 1 2 1 1 10 Explorer
Byrnes, James F. 1 1 1 9 Statesman
Cable, George 1 1 Author
Cabot, John (ENG) 4 1 4 5 2 40 Explorer
Cabot, Sebastian (ENG) 3 5 Explorer
Cabral, Pedro (PORT) 1 1 1 5 Explorer
icabrillo, Juan (SP) 1 1 Explorer
Cadillac (SP) 1 1 Colonizer
Cagney, James 1 1 Actor
/
TABItE I (continued)
DX-/ E LIlvTES CLASSTFTCATTON
Calhoiin, John C. 29 14 4 6 16 355 Politics
Calles, Plutarcho (J1EX) 4 6 Politics
Carabon, Jules (FR) 1 2 Ambassador
Campbell, v;illiam 1 1 Military
Cancer, Luis (SP) 1 1 Explorer
Canning, Cxeorge (EHG) 1 2 Statesman
Cannon, Joseph 2 2 Politics
Cantor, Eddie 1 1 Actor
Cardenas, Lazaro (IriSX) 1 1 6 Statesman
Cardenas, Luis 1 1 Religion
Carnegie, Andrew 8 2 9 8 82 Capitalist
Carranza, Venistiano (LtEX) 5 8 President
Carroll, Charles 1 1 2 Statesman
Carroll, James 6 8 Scientist
Carroll, John (P3NG) 1 1 5 Religion
Carson, Kit 1 1 8 Frontiersman
Carteret, George (ENG) 4 6 Governor
Cartier, Jaques (FR) 2 2 2 5 2 42 Explorer
Cartwright, Edmund (ENG) 2 3 Inventor
Carver, George (NEG) 1 4 12 Scientist
Carvery, John (ENG) 2 1 5 Colonizer
Cass, Lewis 1 1 Politics
Cassatt, Mary 1 1 Artist
21

TABLE I (continued)
B D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Gather, Willa 1 1 3 Author
Catt, Carrie C. 1 1 8 Suffragate
Cermeno, Sebastian (SP) 1 2 Explorer
Cervera, Admiral (SP) 3 2 10 Navy
Chambanel, Noel (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Chamberlain, Neville (ENC) 1 2 Statesman
Chamberlin, Clarence 1 1 Flyer
Champlain, Samuel (FR) 1 4 5 9 40 Explorer
Channing, William 2 2 Reformer
Chanute, Octave 1 1 Flyer
Chaplin, Charlie 1 3 Actor
Charles I (ENG) 6 1 15 Ruler
Chase, Salmon P. 3 1 6 Politics
Chase, Samuel 1 1 Judge
Chennault, Claire 1 2 Flyer
Chiang, Kai Shek (CH) 5 2 3 3 29 Statesman
OnriSbian, u-eorge m» ± ± uapi&aiisu
Churchill, Winston (ENG)
4
1 S 4 4 20 Statesman
Clarborne, William (ENG) 5 4 Colonizer
Clark, Champ 2 3 Politics
Clark, George R. 7 5 8 7 10 52 Army
Clark, Mark 1 1 Army
Clark, William 2 3 2 4 40 Explorer
r
TABLE I (continued)
NAIvIE ABODE LINES CLASSIFICATION'
Clay, Henry 50 19 6 8 25 402 Statesman
Cleaveland, Moses 2 2 Coloniser
Clemenceau, Georges (FE) 1 2 Statesman
Cleveland, Grover 5 18 16 6 5 250 President
Clinton, DeV/itt 7 1 2 1 1 30 Governor
Clinton, George 1 1 Politics
Clinton, Henry 2 4 5 20 Army
Clymer, George 1 1 Politics
Cody, George 1 1 10 Army
Coffin, 0. .1 1 Author
Colbert, Jean (FR) 2 2 Statesman
Colfax, S. 1 1 3 Politics
Colis, Christopher 1 1 Capitalist
Columbus, Christopher 11 13 10 21 8 310 Explorer
Conkling, Roscoe 1 2 Politics
Cook, James 3 5 Explorer
2 Panl talis
t
j
Coolidge, Calvin 5 5 2 2 2 35 President
iCooper, James F. 2 1 1 8 Author
Cooper, Peter 2 1 1 6 Inventor
Cooper, Samuel 1 1 Army
Copley, John S. 3 3 1 18 Artist
Corey, John 1 1 Inventor

21
TABLE I (continued)
NAI.IE B D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
8
2
Cornell, Catharine
Cornell, Ezra
Cornv/allis, Charles 9
Coronado, Francisco (SP
)
Cortes, Hernando (SP)
Cosa, Juan (SP)
Cosby, William (EKG)
Cotton, John (ENG)
Cox, Jacob
Cox, James
Crandall, Prudence
Crane
,
Mary
Crawford, William
j Cretin, Joseph
Crockett, David
Crompton, Samuel (ENG)
Cromwell, Oliver (ENG)
Cugnot, Nicolas (FR)
Cummings, Alfred
Currier, Nathaniel
Gurry , John
Curtis, Charles
Curtis, Glenn
1
7 6 12 5
114 2
4 20 5 18
1
2 1
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
2
3 1
1
2 Actress
3 Inventor
72 Army
29 Explorer
110 Explorer
3 Explorer
5 Governor
5 Theologian
5 Politics
3 Politics
2 Educator
2 Social Worker
6 Politics
1 Religion
8 Frontiersman
5 Inventor
2 Ruler
1 Inventor
1 Governor
8 Lithographer
1 Artist
2 Politics
8 Flyer

TABLE I (continued)
II
i NAME A B C D E LINES CLASSIFICATIO]
! Gushing, Caleb 2 2 Ambassador
iCushman, Charlotte 1 2 3 Actress
Custer, George 1 2 Army
Cutler, Kanasseh 1 1 Religion
jDabney, Thomas 1 1 Capitalist
DaGama, Vasco (PORT) 1 1 Explorer
'Daguerre, L. (FR) 1 1 2 Photographer
Daimler, Gottlieb (GERII) 1 1 3 Inventor
Daladier, Edward (FR) 1 1 Statesman
Dale, Thomas (ENG) 3 1 5 Governor
Dararosch, Leopold 1 1 Musician
Damrosch, V/alter 1 1 Musician
Daniel, Antoine (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Daniels
,
Josephus 1 1 Politics
Dam, Rip (ENG) 1 1 Governor
:Daugherty, Harry 1 1 Politics
iDavis, Jefferson 3 10 1 5 12 150 Politics
Davis, John (ENG) 1 1 1 10 Explorer
Dawes, Charles 3 5 Politics
Dawes, William 1 1 1 1 8 Politics
:Debs, Eugene 3 9 Politics
Decatur, Stephen 1 1 6 Navy
DeForrest, Lee 2 3 Inventor
CI
c
TABLE I (continued)
NAME B D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
DeGrasse, Coimt (FR) 2 1 2 10 Navy
Djslturbide, A. (HEX) 1 2 Revolutionist
DeKalb, Baron (PRUSS) 1 4 8 Military
DeKoven, Reginald 1 1 Musician
Deland, Margaret 1 2 Author
Demers, Modeste 1 1 Religion
Denby, Edwin 1 1 Politics
i
Desoto, Hernando (SP) 2 6 3 9 2 85 Explorer
Desucre, Antonio (SP) 2 3 Military
|Dewey, George 3 6 2 2 45 Admiral
Diaz, B. (PORT) 1 1 5 Explorer
Diaz, Porfurio {MSX.) 4 4 22 Statesman
1
Dickens, Charles (ENG) 1 4 Author
Dickinson, John 1 1 2 8 Politics
Dingly, Nelson 1 2 Politics
Dinwiddie, A. (ENG) 1 1 Governor
Disnev. Walt 1 1 2 Artist
Dix, Dorothea 1 3 5 19 Humanitarian
Dix, John 1 2 Army 1
Dodge, David 1 1 Reformer
! Dodge, Mary M. 1 3 Author
Doheny, Edward 1 1 Politics
Dole, Sandford 1 1 Capitalist
rr
r
c
TABLE I (continued)
NAME A B C D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
'i
-Dollar, Robert 1 12 Capitalist
'Dom, John (PORT) 5 10 Ruler
Bom, Pedro (PORT) 2 2 Ruler
,,Dongan, Thomas (ENG) 2 3 Governor
lioolittle, James 1 1 Flyer
Doubleday, Abner 1 1 2 Sportsman
Douglas
,
Stephen 15 7 5 14 8 120 Politician
Douglas, V/illiam 1 1 Law
Drago, Louis (ARG) 2 2 Statesman
j
Drake, Edward 1 1 7 3 22 Inventor
Drake, Francis (ENG) 4 7 9 2 35 Explorer
Drew, John 1 1 4 Actor
Drexel, Francis 1 1 Capitalist
Drexel, Katharine 1 1 Humanitarian
Duane, William 1 1 Politics
Duborg, Louis 1 1 Religion
Dulles, John 1 1 Politics
Dunne, Finley 2 3 Author
Duryea , Char 1 e s 1 2 5 Inventor
Dwight, Timothy 1 1 Poet
Eads, James 1 1 Engineer
Eakins , Thomas 2 2 Artist
Earhart, Amelia 2 2 Flyer
cc
28
i
TABLE I (continued)
1
AA r> P TJ f?\j U Jzt
Early, Jacob 5 1 5 Army
Eastman, George 1 1 Inventor
Eaton, Dorman 1 8 Politics
Eaton, John 2 2 Politics
Eaton, Peggy 3 8 Politics
Edison, Thomas 5 5 2 7 6 101 Inventor
Edwards, Jonathan 3 8 Religion
Edward VI (ENG) 1 3 Ruler
Eggleston, Edward 1 2 Author
Eilson, Carl 1 1 Flyer
Einstein, Albert 1 1 Scientist
Elsenhower, Dwight 2 12 2 28 Army
Elcano, A. (PORT) 1 1 Explorer
Elizabeth (ENG) 5 8 Ruler
Eliot, Charles 1 2 Educator
Ellender, Allen 1 2 Politics
Ellsworth, Oliver 1 1 Law
Emerson, Ralph V/. 2 1 3 15 Author
Emmett, Dan 1 1 Composer
)
Endicott, John (ENG) 1 3 5 Colonizer
Ericson, John 1 <*1 Engineer
Ericson, Leif (ICELANDER) 4 10 Explorer
Evans
,
Robey 1 2 Navy
cr
c
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Fairbanks, Douglas 1 1 Actor
Pall, Albert 1 2 5 Politics
Fannin, J. W. 2 2 Army
Farmer, Moses 3 5 Inventor
Farragut, David 1 2 12 2 15 Navy
Feller, Bob 1 1 Baseball
Fenwick, Edward 1 1 Religion
Ferba, 3dna 1 2 Author
Ferdinand, King (SP) 1 8 1 15 Ruler
Ferguson, Patrick (ENG) 1 5 7 Army
Ferrelo, Bartolome (SP) 2 5 Explorer
Ferris, A. C, 1 1 Inventor
Field, Cyrus 116 12 Inventor
Field, Marshal 1 1 Capitalist
Fillmore, Millard 1 1 3 8 President
Fish, Hamilton 4 8 Politics
Fisher, Mary (ENG) 1 2 Colonizer
Fiske, James 3 6 Politics
Fiske , Minnie 1 1 Actress
)
Fitch, John 2 1 3 8 Inventor
Flaget, Joseph 1 1 Religion
Foch, Ferdinand (FR) 1 1 2 1 12 Army
Foote, A. H. 1 1 6 Navy
•
cc
TABLE I (continued)
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Foote, Samuel 1 1 Politics
Forbes, W. C. 1 1 Politics
Ford, Henry 1 3 2 8 32 Capitalist
Forrest, Edwin 1 3 8 Actor
Foster, Stephen 5 1 2 20 Composer
Fox, Charles (ENG) 2 3 Statesman
Frankfurter, Felix 1 3 Law
Franklin, Benjamin 19 18 12 14 19 435 Statesman
Frazee, John 1 1 Sculptor
Fremont, John 0. 3 3 2 3 1 32 Army
French, Daniel 1 6 15 Sculptor
Freneau, Philip 1 1 Poet
Frlck, Henry G, 1 1 Capitalist
Froebel (GERM) 1 1 Educator
Frobisher, Martin (ENG) 1 1 1 6 Colonizer
Frontenac, Louis (FR) 1 2 5 Governor
Frost, Robert 1 1 1 6 Author
Fulton, Robert 2 3 4 1 3 42 Inventor
Gadshen, C. 1 1 2 1 13 Ambassador
Gage, Thomas (ENG) 5 2 2 4 3 49 Army
Gallatin, Albert 4 6 Politics
Gandhi, Mahatma (IND) 1 1 Religion
Gale, Leonard 1 1 Inventor
r
.
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Galloway, Joseph 2 3 Law
Gama, Vasco (PORT) 5 2 2 1 16 Explorer
Garland, Hamlin 2 5 Author
Garfield, James R. 1 1 1 1 5 Politics
Garfield, James 1 8 5 2 1 20 President
Garner, Jack 1 1 Politics
Garnier, Charles (PR) 1 1 Missionary
Garrison, W. L. 5 5 1 2 2 29 Editor
Gates, Horatio 1 2 6 2 14 Army
Gates, Thomas (ENG) 1 1 S Politics
Gatty, Harold (AUST) 1 1 2 Flyer
Gaudens, St, Augustus 1 2 1 8 Sculptor
Gaulle, Charles de (FR) 2 2 6 Army
Genet, Edmond (FR) 2 2 1 12 Ambassador
George II (ENG) 2 4 Ruler
George III (ENG) 5 2 8 4 49 Ruler
Greorge
,
Lloya. ^iijiNCj; L J. O o ua besman
Gerry, Elbridge 2 5 Politics
Gershwin, George 1 7 10 Musician
Gesher , Abraham 1 1 Inventor
Gihault, Father (FR) 2 5 5 Religion
Gibbons , Cardinal 7 28 Religion
Gibson, Charles 1 1 Artist
r
TABLE I (continued)
NAME A B D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Giddlngs , Joshua 1 1 Abolitionist
Gil, Emilio {mx) 1 1 President
Gilbert, Humphrey (ENG) 2 4 12 Explorer
Gilbert, William (ENG) 1 1 Scientist
Gist, Christopher (ENG) 1 1 Explorer
Goethals, George 1 1 1 1 15 Armv
Gompers, Samuel 1 1 6 5 8 40 Labor Leader
Gonzales (SP) 1 1 Explorer
1
Goodyear, Charles 2 1 5 2 50 Inventor
Gorgas, W, E« 1 1 1 2 21 Medical
Gorges, Ferdinando
1
(SP) 2 4 ExDlorer
Gorton, Samuel 1 1 Colonist
Gough , J . B
.
1 2 5 Reformer
Gould
,
Jay 2 5 Capitalist
Goupil, Rene (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Grant, U. S. 11 27 8 9 5 301 President
Gray, Asa 7 14 Scientist
Gray, Robert 3 2 1 2 28 Merchant
Greeley, Horace 3 1 2 13 Editor
Green, Duff 1 1 Politics
Greene, Nathaniel 1 2 2 4 28 Army
iGrenville, George (ENG) 7 1 1 27 Statesman
Grenville, Richard (ENG) 2 6 Explorer
rr
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Grey, Zane 1 1 Author
Griffith, David 1 1 Movies
Grinke, Sarah 1 1 Reformer
Gropper, William 1 1 Artist
Grosvenor, W, S. 1 1 Inventor
Gual, Pedro (SP) 1 1 Statesman
Guast, Pierre (FR) 1 1 Explorer
Guerrero, Vicente (SP) 1 1 Statesman
Gutenberg, Johannes (CERM)l 1 3 Inventor
Hale, Nathan 15 1 1 1 45 Soldier
1
Hamilton, Alexander 26 40 54 17 24 675 Politics
1
Hancock, John 4 1 4 2 51 Merchant
Hancock, Winfield 1 3 Politics
Hanna , Marcus 5 12 Capitalist
Harding, Chester 1 1 Artist
Harding, Warren 2 6 4 1 41 President
Hargreaves, James 1 3 2 2 27 Inventor
Harriman, Edward 2 3 18 Capitalist
Harris, Joel
€• 1 1 6 Author
1
1
Harrison, Benjamin 1 6 12 1 31 President
Harrison, W. H» 6 4 4 3 42 Army
Harte, Bret 1 1 4 10 Author
Harvard , John 1 1 Educator

:. —
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Hassam, Chllde 1 1 Artist
Hatch, Carl 1 1 Senator
Hav/kins, John (ENG) 3 4 Explorer
Hawthorne, Nathaniel 2 1 6 Author
Hay, John 1 5 2 1 22 Statesman
Hayes, Helen 1 1 4 Actress
Hayes, Roland (NEG) 1 1 Singer
Hayes, Rutherford 4 7 3 5 2 61 President
Hayne, Robert 5 5 2 5 42 Politics
Haynes, Elwood 1 1 3 14 Inventor
Hegenberger, Albert 1 1 Flyer
Hennepin, Louis (FR) 2 3 Missionary
Henri, John 1 1 Religion
Henry, Joseph 4 11 Inventor
Henry, Patrick 7 10 2 6 6 96 Politics
Prince, Henry (PORT) 2 1 3 18 Ruler
Henry VII (ENG) 1 2 Ruler
Henry VIII (ENG) 2 3 Ruler
Herbert, Victor 1 1 3 Composer
Herkimer, G. 1 2 Army
Hidalgo, Miguel (I^EX) 1 4 2 21 Religion
Hill, David 1 3 Politics
Hill, James J. 1 1 4 8 Capitalist
(r
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TABLE I (continued)
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Hill, Isaac 1 5 Politics
Hillman, Sidney 1 3 Labor Leader
Hinton, V/alter 1 2 Flyer
Hitler, Adolph (GERM) 14 3 3 12 10 101 Statesman
Hoar, Ebenezer 1 1 Politics
Hobart, Garrett 1 1 Politics
Hoe, Richard 1 1 Inventor
Eolbrook, Josiah 1 1 5 Educator
Holmes, Oliver 1 1 8 Educator
Homer, Winslow 7 1 1 3 38 Artist
|Hood, John B. 2 1 9 Army
Hooker, Joseph 2 4 Array
Hooker, Thomas 2 1 1 3 1 28 Religion
Hoover, Herbert 2 7 3 4 6 64 President
Hoover, J. Edgar 1 1 Law
Hopkins, Francis 1 1 Poet
1
Hopkins, Mark 1 1 Educator
Hopkins , Samuel 1 1 Inventor
L
pough, Emerson 1 1 Author
House, Edward 1 3 Politics
Houston, Sam 8 19 2 2 88 Politics
Howe, Elias 1 1 2 4 2 38 Inventor
Howe, Samuel 1 1 12 Educator
rr
r
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TABLE I (continued)
' mm A B C D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Howe, V/illiam (ENG) 4 2 3 14 61 Army
Howells, William 1 2 Author
Hudson, Henry (ENG) 2 1 9 1 32 Explorer
Huerta, V. (LEX) 5 8 President
Hughe s , Charle s 3 1 8 Politics
Hughes, Howard 1 1 3 Flyer
^ffiighes, John 5 8 Religion
Hull, Cordell 1 1 2 1 18 Statesman
Hull, Isaac 1 1 4 Navy
Huntington, Collls 1 1 Capitalist
Eussey, Obed 1 1 5 Inventor
Hutchinson, Anne (EKG) 1 3 18 Reformer
Hutchinson, R. (ENG) 1 3 Governor
Iberville, Pierre 3 6 Politics
|Inness, George 1 1 Artist
Ireland, P. 1 1 Archbishop
Irving, Washington 2 1 1 12 Author
Isabella (SP) 1 3 1 2 1 28 Ruler
Iturblde, A. (MEX) 5 6 Army
Iturbi, Hose (SP) 1 1 Musician
|l
Ives, James 3 1 8 Lithographer
Jackson, Andrew 51 40 28 34 28 821 President
Jackson, Helen H. 1 1 2 Author
r€
ii
TABLE I (continued)
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NAME A B C D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Jackson, Robert 1 1 Law
Jackson, Thomas 3 1 2 9 Armv
James I (ENG^ 1 7 12 Ruler
James . V/ill 1 1 Author
jav
. John 6 7 3 8 3 90 Politics
Jefferson, Joseph 1 1 4 Actor
Jefferson, Thomas 34 31 108 46 38 1302 President
Jewett, Charles 1 1 Librarian
Jewett . Prank 1 1 Scientist
JosTues . Isaac (PR) 1 1 4 Exn . -Rellfflon
John I (ENG) 4 8 Ruler
[johnson. Albert 1 1 3 Army
Johnson, Andrev/ 10 15 4 9 4 121 President
Johnson, Hiram 2 1 5 Senator
Johnson, Reverdy 1 1 Ambassador
Johnson. Vvalter 1 1 Baseball
Johnston, Joseph 5 1 4 18 Army
Jollet, Louis (PR) 1 1 2 5 2 34 Explorer
«joj.son, A± TX
Jones, John Paul 2 2 6 1 3 45 Navy
Juarez (MSX) 1 11 Politics
Kaler, J. 0, 1 1 Author
Kay, John (ENG) 1 1 1 9 Inventor
II
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NAME A B C D E LIlvfES CLASSIFICATION
Kearney, Lawrence 1 1 Ambassador !
Kearney, Stephen 2 1 2 11 28 Army
Keith, Minor 2 2 Capitalist
Kelly, Colin 2 5 Flyer
Kelley, Oliver 2 1 12 Organizer
Kelley, William 3 2 1 12 Inventor
Kellog, Frank 1 1 Statesman
Eendall, Amos 1 1 Politics
Kent, Rockwell 1 1 Artist
Kernan, John 1 1 Labor Leader
Key, Francis Scott 12 2 10 Composer
Kilmer, Joyce 1 1 Poet
King, Clarence 1 1 Scientist
King, Ernest J. 1 1 Navy
King, Mackenzie (CAM) 1 1 Politics
King, Samuel 1 1 Politics
Kino, Father (SP) 1 3 12 Missionary
Kipling, Rudyard (ENG) 1 I Poet
Kirke, David (ENG) 1 1 Colonizer
Kissinger, John 1 1 Army
Knight, Sarah (ENG) 1 1 Colonist
Knox, Frank 2 4 Politics
Knox, Henry 2 2 1 1 18 Army

J1
TABLE I (continued)
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Knudsen, William 2 2 Capitalist
,1
Kosciusko, Thaddeus (POL) 2 4 Soldier
Kossuth, Louis (HUNG) 1 2 Statesman
Koussevitzky, S. (HUNG) 1 1 Musician
Kublai, Khan 5 12 Ruler
Kurusu, Saburo (JAP) 1 1 Ambassador
Lachaise, Gaston 1 1 Artist
Ladd, William 1 1 4 Reformer
LaFarge , John 1 1 8 Artist
Lafayette, Marquis (FR) 2 4 1 3 34 Army
Lafollette, Robert 2 2 33 98 Politics
LaGuardia, Fiorello 1 4 Politics
LaLande, Jean (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Lalemant, Gabriel (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Lalor, Alice 1 1 Educator
Lamy , John 1 1 Religion
Lancaster, Joseph (SNG) 1 3 Educator
Landon, Alfred 1 1 4 Politics
Langley, Sam P. 1 1 3 Flyer
Lansing, John 1 1 Politics
1
LaSalle (FR) 2 2 4 10 2 58 Explorer
Lascasas, Bart (SP) 3 6 Missionary
Laudonniere, Rene (SP) 1 1 Colonizer
rr
TABLE I (continued)
NAME B E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Laurens
,
Henry 1 3 Politics
Laval, Francois (FR) 1 1 Religion
Law, John (SCOTCH) 1 1 Speculator
Lawson , Thomas 1 1 Author
Lazear, Jesse 5 10 Scientist
Lazearus, i^rama 1 1 Poet
Leahy, William 1 1 Ambassador
Lecaron, Joseph (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Lee, Charles 1 1 Military
Lee, Daniel 1 1 Religion
Lee, Harry 1 1 Military
Lee, Jason 1 1 Religion
Lee, Richard 2 5 1 2 2 42 Statesman
Lee, Robert E. 19 10 6 13 10 308 Army
Leger, Colonel 1 1 4 Army
Leisler, Jacob (ENG) 3 4 Governor
Lemoyne, Bienville (SP) 2 2 Colonizer
Lemoyne, Iberville (SP) 1 1 Colonizer
Lenfant, Pierre (FR) 1 1 Architect
Lenin, Nikolai (RUSS) 2 5 Statesman
Leo X 3 3 Pope
Leon de, Ponce (SP) 2 4 2 5 1 45 Explorer
Lescaze, William 1 1 Architect
I
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TABLE I (continued)
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Lewis, John L. 2 2 5 27 Labor Leader
Lewis, Meriwether 2 3 2 4 8 32 Explorer
Lewis, Sinclair 1 3 1 15 Author
Lewis, William 1 1 Politics
Lhut, Sieur (ENG) 2 2 Colonizer
Liliuokalani, Lydia (HAW) 1 1 Queen
Lincoln, Abraham 47 33 37 37 40 975 President
Lindsay, Vachel 1 1 Poet
Lisa, Manuel (SP) 2 2 Trader
Livingstone, Robert 3 5 5 2 42 Ambassador
Locke, John (ENG) 1 1 Philosopher
Lodge, Henry C. 3 5 Politics
Lome, Dupuy (SP) 2 4 Ambassador
London, Jack 1 1 7 Author
Long, Crawford 1 6 Medicine
Longfellow, H. W. 2 1 1 10 Author
Lopez, Francisco (PAR) 2 2 Statesman
Loras, Mathew 1 1 Religion
Louis, Joe (NEGRO) 1 1 Boxer
i
Louis XIV (FR) 1 1 Ruler
Louis XVI (FR) 1 1 4 Ruler
1
Lovejoy, Elijah 1 1 Editor i
1
Lowell, Amy 1 1 Poet
c
TABLE I (continued)
mm A B G D E LINES CLASSIFICATIO]
jjOWeJLxj rrancis o JL X nX p oapiuaxxs
u
JjOV[/8j.Xj dames n* X o xu jfiU. UXlUX
Loweii, JOxin X X L»apiLaxxs u
1 1Urn
jjuna ) insTjan X X jixpxorer
Jm X
T.n-f-ViA-p MflT>t1n ^(T-'R'RM^ 1 1 RA 1 "! onX XX^X WXX
jjyon y jviary o 1X X nX Xv? T? Q +riU.u.oa bUx
Lyon, MatJnew zO 0 JrOXluxCS
MacArthur
,
Douglas o oc. 0 oc. AP Army
MacDonough, Thomas J. X •zO Navy
Machebouef
,
Joseph JL X nexigion
iuacnenzxe , a • v v/iUN j X X
Macmonnies , Frederick X X ocuxpxior
Madero, Francisco u.jiA; X x^res icLenx/
Madison, james Q xo xu Xrt X o XU.*:?!! U
Magellan, Fernanao v-t^Ki; 4 1 Qo •7P iiiXpxorer
Maitland., Lesuer TX TX r xyer
Mann, Horace 3 4 4 2 59 Educator
Manning, William 2 2 Inventor
Marconi, Gulielmo (ITAL) 1 1 5 2 20 Inventor
Marcos, Friar (SP) 1 1 Religion
Marcy, V/illiam 1 1 Politics

TABLE I (continued)
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Marion, A. 1 1 Army
Marion, Francis 1 1 Army
Markham, Edwin 7 15 Poet
Marquette, Jacques (FR) 1 2 2 15 Explorer
Marsh, Caleb 1 1 Politics
Marshall, Ceorge 4 1 15 Army
Marshall, James 2 3 8 Gold digger
Marshall, John 14 12 3 8 62 Law
Martin, Luther 1 1 3 Politics
Mason, CJeorge 2 2 Politics
Mason, John (ENG) 1 5 8 Colonizer
Mason, John M. 2 2 Envoy
Mason, Lowell 1 1 Musician
Massasoit 1 1 Indian Chief
Mather, Cotton 2 6 14 Religion
Mathe. Increase 1 1 Religion
Mather, Richard 1 1 Religion
Mathew, Theobald 1 1 Religion
Maury, James (ENG) 1 1 Religion
Maury, Mathew 3 5 Scientist
Maxim, Hiram (ENG) 2 2 Flyer
Maximillian, H. (AUST) 3 5 1 2 22 Ruler
May, Cornelius 2 4 Politics
ir
c
TABLE I (continued)
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McAdoo . Williain 1 1 Politics
McCarthy, Charlie 1 1 Dummy
McClellan, George 5 2 3 1 22 Army
Mftr!oT»niiGk . Gvrusi>ilw wwJ- 1 1 1 w ^ V ^ ^ 4 2 2 13 8 92 Inventor
X*lV W U. JL>w W«>
^
XX^A^^A.^ 1 1 Politics
McDonough, Mary 1 1 Educator
McDonouffli. Thomas 1 1 Armv
McDowell. Sdv/ard 1 1 5 Musician
McDowell. Irvin 1 1 5 Armv
McKay, Donald 2 1 5 Ship Designer
McKellar. Kenneth 1 1 Politics
McKinley. William 7 20 15 10 10 168 President
McLane . Louis 1 1 Politics
McLourhlin. John 1 1 Religion
McLouchlin. John (ENG) 2 2 Politics
1 1 Politics
McNutt Paul 1 1 Politics
III Law « V_iw V/X 2 1 1 1 1 31 Armv
Mellon, Andrew 1 1 Capitalist
Melville, Herman 1 1 Author
Membre, Zenobius (PR) 1 1 Missionary
Menendez, Pedro (SPAN) 1 2 1 6 32 Explorer
Menocal, Mario (CUBAN) 1 1 President
c
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Menunin, Yehudi
Merritt, Wesley 1
Miller, Joaquin 1
Miles, Nelson 1
Millay, Edna 1
Milles, Carl
Miranda, Francisco (SP)
Mitchell, John 1 4
Mitchell, Margaret 1
Molotov, V. (RUSS)
Monet, Claude (FR) 1
Monroe, James 9 29
Montcalm, Marquis (FR) 1
Monte Zuma (MEX) 1 1
Montgomerey , Bernard (ENG) 1
Montgomerey, Richard 3 2
Monts, Sieur (FR) 1
Moran, John 1
Morgan, J. ?• 2
Morelos, Hose (MEX) 2
Moreno, Francisco 1
Moreno, Mariano (ARG)
Morgan, Daniel
3
8 9
2
4
1 Musician
1 General
1 Author
2 Army
1 Poet
3 5 Sculptor
6 22 Diplomat
1 22 Labor Leader
4 Author
1 1 Statesman
1 Artist
15 305 President
2 22 Army
5 32 Ruler
2 4 Army
1 16 Army
1 Explorer
1 Army
2 Capitalist
6 Religion
1 Religion
1 1 Statesman
1 3 Army
i
TABLE I (continued)
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MOrgSLn ; J • Jr • o TX o pp oapi uaxxs
u
Moi*±ey, onnsuopner TX X Auonor
•2
o oc. X Xo rOXxLlCS
MOPPis 9 uovepnGup JL o eO x^OXxXiXCS
Moms, Lewis nX X Law
Moms, rjexson X X oapx uaxIS o
Moms , nODePt o& X o r mancxer
Morrow f Lmigmi O X Xa o T/a i<e sman
£iiOrS6, OellUUC/JL %j X A*! A XllVtsil oyx
lUOx^U Oil, XjcVX JL 1X X UXX uXI^S
Morton, inomas iejnCt; X uoxonizer
Morton, wiixiam nX X MeQ xc xne
MOune, Antome \or
)
X X uoxonizer
MOtt , Liucre uia TX X X X r n.ex onuer
Murpny, Auciie Ct XA AlrUij
Murray , Phi1ip X X iiaDor iteauer
Munroe, Kirk 1 1 Author
Mussolini, Benito CCTAL) 4 1 2 7 1 32 Statesman
Napoleon I (PR) 4 5 10 6 10 98 Statesman
Napoleon III (FR) 5 6 2 2 35 Statesman
Narvaez, P. (SP) 1 2 5 Explorer
Nast, Thomas 1 1 6 Artist
Nelson, Donald 1 1 Politics
II
TABLE I (continued)
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Neutra , R . 1
ii
1 Architect
i
Nevins, Ethlebert 1 1 Musician
Newlands, Francis 1 1 Politics
Newport, Christopher (ENG) 1 1 Colonizer
Newbold, Charles 1 1- Inventor
Newman, T. 1 1 Inventor
Nicholson, Francis 1 1 Colonizer
Nicols, Richard (ENG) 1 1 Army
Nimitz, Chester 1 1 4 Navy
Nomura, Kichisaburo (JAP) 1 1 Ambassador
Norris, Frank 1 1 Author
Norris, George 2 2 Politics
North, Lord (ENG) 1 1 Statesman
Obregon, Alvaro (MEX) 1 3 8 President
O'Gonnell, Charles 1 1 Law
Odin, John 1 1 Religion
Oglethorpe, James 4 2 12 48 Colonizer
Olds, Ransom 1 1 6 Inventor
Olney, Richard 1 1 Politics
Onante , Juan ( SP
)
1 7 28 Colonizer
0»Neill, Eugene 1 1 Playwright
Oral, Jose (SP) 1 1 Army
Orozco, Jose (MEX) 2 6 Composer
I0
jTABLE I (continued)
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Osgood, Samuel 1 1 Politics
Otis, Elwell 1 1 Army
Otis, James 1 5 12 Law
Ov/en, Robert (SCOTCH) 6 15 Reformer
Pace, Edward 1 2 Religion
Page , Thomas 1 1 Author
Paine, J. H, 1 1 Playwright
Paine, Thomas 2 1 6 16 60 Author
Palma, Thomas (CUBAN) 1 1 Politics
Parker, Theodore 1 1 Abolitionist
1
Parkraan, Francis 1 1 Historian
1
Pastorius, Francis (GERM) 1 1 4 Colonizer
Patton, George 1 1 Army
Peabody, George 1 2 6 Capitalist
Peale, Charles 2 2 Artist
Pedrarias (SP) 1 1 Explorer
Pedro, Dom (BRAZ) 7 15 Army
Pelham, Peter 1 1 Engraver
Pendleton, William 1 1 Army
Penn, William 9 9 5 5 5 152 Colonizer
Peralte, Pedro (SP) 2 2 Politics
Perez, Juan (SP) 1 1 Religion
Perkins, Francis 1 1 Politics

TABLE I (continued)
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Perkins , Thomas 1 1 Capitalist
Perry, Mattew 1 2 4 1 1 20 Navy
jPerry, Oliver 1 1 2 1 28 Navy
Pershing, John J. 12 2 1 7 2 78 Army
Pestalozzi, H. (GERM) 1 1 Educator
Petain, Henri (FR) 1 1 Army
Peters, Sarah 1 1 Religion
Philip II (SP) 2 1 5 Ruler
Phillips, David 1 1 Author
Phillips , Thomas 1 1 Labor Leader
Phillips, Wendall 1 1 Abolitionist
Phyfe, Duncan 1 1 Designer
Picard, August (SWISS) 2 4 Scientist
Pickens, Andrew 1 1 Ambassador
Pickett, H. 2 1 7 Army
Pickford, Mary 1 1 Actress
1 2 1 1 1JL 42
Pike , Zebulon 2 5 22 Explorer
Pillsbury, Charles 1 1 Capitalist
Pinchot, Gofford 2 1 7 Conservatiai
Pinckney, Charles 2 2 8 Politics
Pinzon, Martin (SP) 1 1 Explorer
Pitcairn. Major 1 1 Army
ii
TABLE I (continued)
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Pitt, William (ENG) 3 1 12 Statesman
Pius XI 2 2 Pope
Pius XII 3 5 Pope
Pizarro, Francisco (ITAL) 4 2 9 2 6 88 Explorer
Pocahontas (IND) 1 1 Indian
Poe, Edgar A. 3 1 1 1 28 Author
Polk, James S, 6 6 3 4 3 88 President
Polo, Marco (ITAL) 1 21 1 98 Explorer
Pontiac (IND) 2 3 Chief
Pope , Franklin 1 1 Inventor
Pope , John 1 1 Army
Porter, William 1 1 Author
Portola, Gaspar (SP) 1 4 20 Statesman
Post, Wiley 1 3 6 Flyer
Potts, Joseph 3 6 Railroad
Powderley, Terence 1 1 Labor Leader
Prescott, W. H. 1 1 Historian
Preston, Andrew 2 2 Capitalist
Pulaski, Casimir (POL) 1 1 Army
Pullman, George 1 1 Inventor
Pupin, Michael (SERB) 2 3 Scientist
Purcell, W. 1 1 Archbishop
Pyle, Ernie 1 1 Journalist
i
1r
TABLE I (continued)
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Pyle , Howard 1 1 Author
Quezon, Manuel (PHIL) 2 1 1 10 President
Quincy, Josiah 1 1 Politics
Raikes, Robert (ENG) 1 1 Capitalist
Raleigh, Vi/alter 8 15 43 Colonizer
Randolph, Edmund 2 4 11 28 Politics
Read, Albert 1 1 4 Flyer
Reed, James 1 1 Politics
Reed, Stanly 1 1 Law
Reed, Thomas 4 8 Politics
Reed, Walter 9 22 Scientist
Revere, Paul 1 2 12 1 32 Patriot
Rhett, Robert 1 2 5 Politics
Ribault, Jean (SP) 1 1 Colonizer
Riboiirde, Gabriel (FR) 1 1 Missionary
Rice, Thomas 1 1 Minstrel
Richard, Gabriel 2 2 Relig.-Educ.
Richardson, Henry 1 1 Architect
Richelieu, Cardinal (FR) 1 1 Politics
(
Rickenbacker ,^ Eddie 1 1 Flyer
Riis, Jacob (DANE) 12 2 62 Newspaperman
Riley, James 1 1 Poet 1
Rivera, Diego (MEX) 1 1 Artist
Boston Unfversity
School of Education
Ubrary
^
I
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Robertson, James 1 1 4 Adventurer
Robeson, Paul (Negro) 1 1 Singer
1
Robinson, Edwin 1 1 Poet
Rochambeau, Count (FR) 2 1 2 15 Army
Rockefeller, John D. 4 2 17 7 12 142 Capitalist
Rockingham, Lord (ENG) 1 1 Statesman
Rockwell, Norman 1 1 Artist
Rogel, Juan (SP) 1 1 Religion
Rogers, Will 1 1 Actor
Roggenveen, Jacob (DUTCH) 1 1 Trader
Roosevelt, F. D« 11 30 48 35 30 745 President
Roosevelt, Theodore 13 35 45 30 27 760 President
Root, Elihu 2 1 5 Politics
Rosati, Joseph 1 1 Religion
Rosenwald, Julius 1 1 Capitalist
Roxas, Manuel (PHIL) 1 1 President
Rubio, Pascual (MEX) 2 3 President
Ruffin, Edmund 1 1 Scientist
Rumsey, James 2 3 Inventor
Rush, Benjamin 1 1 Reformer
i
Russell, Charles 1 11 Artist
Ryan , John 1 1 Religion
Ryder, Albert 1 1 Artist
4r
TABLE I (continued)
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Sager, John 6 7 Colonizer
1
Saint Gaudens, A. 9 4 32 Artist
Salomon, Haym 1 1 Patriot
falter, Arthur (ENG) 1 1 Politics
Salvatierra, Father (SP) 1 1 Missionary
Sampson, William 1 3 1 15 Navy
Landbiirg, Carl 1 1 1 1 8 Author
Sangster, James 1 1 Inventor
San Martin, Hose (SP) 12 5 6 75 Revolutionist
Santa Ana (IffiX) 6 3 32 Army
Santagal, Luis (SP) 1 1 Statesman
Santander, F. (COL) 1 1 Army
Sargent, John 1 2 1 1 26 Artist
Sawyer, William 1 1 Inventor
Bchley, W. S, 1 1 5 Navy
Schurman, Jacob 1 1 Politics
Schurtz, Carl (GERItf) 1 2 3 2 2 42 Reformer
Schuyler, Philip 2 2 Politics
Invar ^« 1^ I* I nbcnwaD, onarxes oapi uajLisx/
Scott, Dred (NEGRO) 11 4 2 2 89 Slave
Scott, Winfield 2 3 3 3 4 65 Army
Seeger, Alan 1 1 Poet
Segura, Juan (SP) 2 4 Priest
i
TABLE I (continued)
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ii
Selden, George 1 1 2 Inventor
Seraraes, Raphael 1 1 Navy
Serra, Junlpo (SP) 2 5 18 Missionary
Seton, Elizabeth 1 1 Religion
Sevier, John 1 1 4 Army
Sewall, Arthur 1 2 Politics
Sewall, Samuel (ENG) 1 1 Law
Seward, William 11 6 2 5 89 Politics
Seymour, Horatio 1 1 Politics
Shafter, VY. R, 4 1 8 Army
Shaw , Anna 1 1 Suffregate
Shays , Danie
1
2 1 5 28 Army
Shelburne, Lord (ENG) 1 1 Statesman
Shelby, Isaac 1 1 Army
Sheperd, Cyrus 1 1 Educator
Sheppard, Morris 1 1 Politics
Sheridan, Philip o A4 T O Army
Sherman, John 2 3 Politics
1
Sherman, Roger 3 2 8 Politics
Sherman, W. T. 2 6 1 3 2 68 Ai»my
Sherv/ood, Robert 1 1 Playwright
Sholes, Christopher 1 1 Inventor
Sibley, Henry 1 1 Army
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OXXX J.lIlelXl J XJOXJ.J WHIXXl 1X 1X 2 1 ?X£>
fl'fTnTn<» W"! 1 1 1 nin>J XilUHO f (I X JL XXCliil 1Xi 1 10 a V
S1m«ion- .Tames fSCOTl
1
1 1 Mftdl nftJL V/ Ally
2 4 Politics
R-?nf*lfl"iT» TI'D'hon 1 1 5 All f'Jn OT»
RIncrpT* T.DXIX^CX f X • lU • 1 1 CfiTjl "hfl 11 a "h
4 3 2 4 3 42 Invent oi»
1 1 Ambfl s s fi doT»JXUXWAw O CL \yX
1 1 1 12Xw xn a V
1 1 Rftlid on
1
1 2 2 15 Pol ItlrX ^XX uXvo
iRml "hb .TohnMinx uXJ. y O \J I tlx 1 4 4 1 35 Col onl7.PT»
Rnrt .TosftT)!!iJUlJm UXX ^ V V^^^_^XX 2 2 3 1 28 Rplicion
1X 1X IkJ^X^XXUXO \J
Rol 1 <? Juan f SP ) 1 1JL TCxn loT»ftT»X^><^k/ JUwX ^x
O wiiit^x o f vyx \ j-iXi y 1 1 flol oni zpi*
Sous a, John P. 1 1 4 Musician
Sparks , Jared 1 1 Educator
Sperry, C. S. 1 1 Navy
Stalin, Joseph (RUSS) 1 2 1 4 32 Statesman
Stalling, Lawrence 1 1 Playwright
Standi sh, Myles (ENG) 1 1 5 Army
Stanford, Leland 1 2 8 Capitalist
c
TABLE I (continued)
NAME A B D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
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Stanley, Francis
Stanley, Freeland
Stanton, Edwin 4
Stanton, Elizabeth 1 2
Starr, Ellen
Steffens, Lincoln 1
Steinmetz, Charles
Stephens, Alexander 1 2
Stephenson, George (ENG) 1
Steuben, Baron (PRUSS) 1 3
Stevens, Thadeus 1 5
Stevenson, Robert L.
Stimson, Henry 1
Stockton, Robert 1
Stokowski, Leopold (POL)
Stone, Harlan 1
Stone, Lucy 1
Stone, William (ENG) 1
Stowe, Harriet 1 2
Stuart, Gilbert 1 2
Stuyvesant, Peter (ENG) 1
Sullivan, John
Sullivan, Louis 12 1
2 2 Inventor
2 2 Inventor
6 Politics
1 1 18 Reformer
1 1 Humanitarian
1 8 Journalist
1 13 Scientist
1 1 29 Politics
11 6 Inventor
3 1 38 Army
1 17 Politics
3 6 Poet
1 Politics
1 Navy
1 1 Musician
1 Law
1 3 Reformer
1 Governor
2 1 28 Author
2 1 22 Artist
4 8 Governor
1 1 Army
1 59 Architect
r
.. —
TABLE I (continued)
NAME A B C D E
_
2 2 Artist
1 1 4 Politics
Riir»»Vfi't" Rom 1 1 12 Statesman
RiTt"+'.flT» .ToVin 1 4 1 18 Capitalist
1 Capitalist
1
1 1 Sculptor
Taft, William 2 15 11 8 8 262 President
Tallrrifldfye . James 1 1 Politics
Pfllnn .Tflan f FR ^ 2 2 Politics
TallftTPand (FR) 1 1 Politics
xaneyj noger %j 18 Law
iancingi-oii J dooi.ii oCi 3 Author
1 1 Editor
1
J. 68 President
J. 1 Poet
5 5 22 Ruler
L
uLcXJLcPj lieIII y JL 1 Politics
iesxa^ iMiKoxa ^o^jiiiv^ 1X 1 Scientist
Thomas , David 1 2 Inventor
1
Thomas, George 1 X Army
Thomas, Jesse 1 3 Politics
Thomas, Theodore (GERM) 7 1 42 Musician
1!
Thompson, David 1 4 Explorer
rr
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TABLE I (continued)
•
1
NAME A B G D E\J J-J LINES
f
Thoreau, Henry 1 1 Writer
Tilden, Samuel 3 1 4 20 Law
Timon, John 1 1 Religion
Timrod, Henry 1 1 Poet
Toscannini, Arturo (ITAL) 1 1 3 Musician
Tous saint, Ouvertvire (NEG) 2 1 7 Revolutionist
Tov/nshend, Charles (ENG) 1 1 3 Statesman
Travis, W. 1 1 Army
Trevithick, R. (ENG) 1 1 Inventor
Trist, N. 4 8 Politics
Triunan
,
Harry 1 4 3 21 President
Triimbul1 , John 2 4 Poet
Tudor, Mary (ENG) 3 8 Ruler
Turner, Nat (NEGRO) 2 2 1 18 Revolutionist
Twachtum, John 1 1 Artist
Twain, Mark 6 2 3 16 72 Author
Tweed, Vi/illiam 1 5 5 3 5 62 Politics
Tyler , John 1 9 13 1 71 President
Usselincx, W. (DUTCH) 2 6 Mer chant
Vaca, Alvar (SP) 4 6 Explorer
Vaca, Cabeza (SP) 2 4 Explorer
Vail, Alfred 4 3 Inventor
Vancouver, George (ENG) 1 1 Explorer
("
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TABLE I (continued)
NAME A B C D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Vandenburg, Arthur 1 1 Politics
VanBuren, Martin 8 7 1 7 7 152 President
VanRensselaer, Stephen 1 1 6 Capitalist
Vansychel, Samuel 1 1 Capitalist
Vargas, G. (BRAZIL) 8 15 Statesman
Vergennes, Comte (FR) 1 1 Statesman
Verrazono, Giovanni 1 1 1 1 12 Explorer
Vespucci, Amerigo (ITAL) 3 4 1 1 22 Explorer
Villa, Francisco (MEX) 1 1 Army
Villafane (SP) 1 1 Explorer
Vincent, John 1 1 Educator
VonHindenburg, W. (GERM) 2 6 Army
Waddel, Moses 5 14 Religion
Wainwright, Jonathan 1 5 7 Army
Wald, Lillian 1 1 Nurse
Waldseemuller (GERM) 1 1 Cartographer
Walker, William 3 6 Revolutionist
Wallace, H. A. 1 1 4 Politics
Wallace, Lewis 1 1 4 Author
Walpole, Horace (ENG) 1 1 Statesman
Walsh, Thomas 1 1 Politics
V/annamaker , J • 2 6 32 Capitalist
Warner, Seth 1 1 Army
r
TABLE I (continued)
NARE ABODE LINES CLASSIFICATION
|Warren, John 1 1 Medicine
Washburn, C. C. 1 1 Capitalist
Washington, B. T. (NEGRO) 2 3 6 36 Educator
Washington, George 77 41 42 65 53 1603 President
Watson, Elkanah 1 2 7 Farmer
Watson, Thomas 5 6 Inventor
Watson, Thomas W, 1 1 Politics
Watt, James (SCOTCH) 2 2 1 21 Inventor
Wayland, Francis 1 1 Educator
Wayne, Anthony 5 1 6 2 48 Army
Weaver, James 4 13 61 Politics
Webster, Daniel 25 12 3 7 18 271 Politics
Wells, Horace 1 2 Scientist
West, Benjamin 1 2 3 32 Artist
Westinghouse
,
George 1 1 Inventor
Wharton, Edith 1 1 Author
Wheeler, Joseph 1X 1 AX uxy
Whistler, James 1 2 1 3 21 Artist
White, Edward 2 2 Law
'White, John (ENG) 1 1 Colonizer
Whiteman, Paul 1 1 5 Musician
Whitman, Marcus 7 4 2 3 45 Missionary
l|
Whitman, Walt 12 3 Poet
rr
TABLE I (continued)
NAME B E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Whitney, Eli 2
'JiVhittier, John 1
V/iggin, Kate
Wigglesworth, M. (ENG)
Wilkens, George (AUST)
Wilkes, Charles
ilkie, Wendell
Willard, Emma 2
ijfifillard, Prances
William, Kaiser (GSRM)
Williams, Daniels (NEGRO)
15
Wilson, James
Wilson, Woodrow 16
Winslow, Edward (ENG)
Winthrop, John (ENG) 1
jlifinton, Alexander 1
Wolfe, James (ENG)
Wood, Grant
Wood, Leonard 2
ii
Woodbury, Levi
Woolv/orth, Frank
Worthington, Nicolas 1
jwilliams, Roger
1 12 4 10 138 Inventor
2 1 1 27 Author
1 1 Author
1 1 Poet
1 1 Flyer
1 1 Navy
1 1 7 Politics
1 1 1 26 Educator
1 1 4 Reformer
1 1 Ruler
1 1 Medicine
3 1 5 2 83 Religion
1 1 2 8 Politics
35 36 31 34 753 President
2 4 Colonizer
5 1 1 1 42 Colonizer
1 Inventor
1 1 1 8 Army
1 2 6 Artist
2 1 12 Army
1 2 Financier
1 1 Capitalist
2 7 14 Labor Leader
cc
D E LINES CLASSIFICATION
Wright Bros.
Wright, Carroll
bright, Frances (ENGr)
Wright, Frank
Wright, Luke
Wyatt, John (SNG)
Yale, Elihu
yancey, William
Yates, Robert
Yeardley, George (ENG)
York, Alvin
Young, Brigham
Young , Owen
Zenger, Peter
Zhukov, Marshal (RUSS)
Zorach, William (LITH)
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
2
6
8
1
5
2 101 Flyer
1 Laborer
6 Reformer
1 8 Architect
1 Politics
1 Inventor
1 Merchant
1 Capitalist
1 Politics
1 Govei»nor
1 Army
2 62 Religion
4 Politics
2 21 Editor
1 1 Army
1 1 Sculptor
c
In this study five of the most recent junior high school
American history textbooks were analyzed to determine what
people are mentioned in them and in what field each was identi-
fied. These books were published between 1945 and 1947. Text-
book B is one used in Catholic parochial schools and is written
by a Catholic Sister.
From Table I, it is found that 1,118 different persons are
mentioned in the five textbooks analyzed. Textbook A mentions
two hundred ninety-nine persons; B mentions 726 persons; C men-
tions 255 persons; D mentions 395 persons; and E mentions 413
persons
.
The list also shows that of 297 non-Americans mentioned,
98 are English, 57 are French, 45 are Spanish, 18 are Mexican,
16 are German, 8 are Portuguese, 5 are Italian, 5 are Scotchmen,
4 are Russian, 4 are Austrian, 3 are Polish, 3 are Filipinoes,
5 are Dutch, 2 each from Japan, Hungary, and Cuba, and one each
from Sweden, Norway, China, Argentina, Iceland, Hawaii, Switzer-
Ismd, Serbia, Denmark, Czechoslovakia, Brazil and Lithuania.
Ten Negroes are also mentioned.
r• ntfr.Ml'
c
TABLE II
THE NUMBER OF NAMBS COMMON TO TEXTBOOKS
Classification Frequency
Persons included in all five books 93
; Persons included in four books or more 180
|;
Persons included in three books or more 265
1 Persons included in two books or more 441
i;
I
ji Persons included in one book only 677
i
;
Total persons mentioned in all five books 1118
cc
TABLE III
SUMMARY OF TYPES OF ACTIVITY
Type of Activity Frequency
1. Statesmen, rulers, government officials 321
2. Military men 138
5. Explorers, colonizers 106
4. Literary 100
5. Scientists, doctors 99
6. Religion 84
?• Capitalists, industrialists, financiers 64
8. Miscellaneous and unclassified 54
9. Artists 49
10. Entertainment 48
l|
11. Social reformers 32
12 . Educators 24
Total 1118
rI
r
Table III shov/s that statesmen and rulers occupy the pre-
dominent position in the five textbooks analyzed*
From the miscellaneous and unclassified list, twenty-four
persons are flyers - a large number considering the fact that
only 3 railroad men are mentioned. Labor leaders rank next in
the miscellaneous list with 9 persons mentioned, followed by
architects with eight. The remainder of the list is made up of
3 nurses, 3 Indian chiefs, 2 laborers, and one each of assasin,
agent Indian, farmer, slave, and librarian.
Of the 84 religious men mentioned, 73 are mentioned in
Book B, 13 in ^, 9 in D, 8 in A, and 5 in C. This shows that
the book used in Catholic schools presents a more detailed ac-
count of religion than those used in non-sectarian schools.
rr
TABLE IV ]
PERSONS I'ffiNTIOKED IK YOUTH AND ADULT LIFE
|j
mm ABODE CLASSIFICATION
I
1
lArmour, Philip Capitalist
Benton, Thomas Artist
Bergh, Henry Reformer
Bolivar, Simon (SP) * Statesman
Boone, Daniel Explorer
Booth, Edwin Actor
Bryan, William « Politics
Calhoun, John * Politics
Carnegie, Andrew Capitalist
Clark, George Army
Clay, Henry Politics
Cleveland, Grover President
Cortes, Hernando (SP) Explorer
Cushman, Charlotte Actress
Davis, Jefferson Politics
Dix, Dorothea Humanitarian
Edison, Thomas Inventor
Field, Cyrus Inventor
Ford, Henry Capitalist
Foster, Stephen * Composer
Franklin, Benjamin •K- Statesman
French, Daniel Sculptor
rr
-
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TABLE IV (continued)
NAME A B C D E CLASSIFICATIOl
1
Gershwin, George •» Musician
Gompers , Samuel Labor Leader
Gray, Asa Scientist
Hale, Nathan Patriot
Hamilton, Alexander * Politics
Harte, Bret Author
Henry, Joseph Inventor
Homer, Winslow Artist
Hoover, Herbert President
Eov/e, Elias it Inventor
Jackson, Andrew * * President
Jefferson, Thomas President
LaPollette, Robert « Politics
Lee, Robert E. * * Army
Lincoln, Abraham President
Markham, Edwin Poet
Marshall, John Law
McCormick, Cyrus Inventor
Morse, Samuel Inventor
Murphy, Audie Army
Riis, Jacob Newspaperman
Rockefeller, John Capitalist
Roosevelt, Franklin D» * * * President
1
1
r
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TABUE IV (continued)
1, ,
,
NAME ABODE CLASSIFICATIOl*
Roosevelt, Theodore * * * * President
Russell, Charles * Artist
Sullivan, Louis « Architect
Thomas, Theodore * Musician
Twain, Mark * Author
Wannamaker, John * Capitalist
llfashington, George * * President
IWebster, Daniel « Politics
If/hitman, Walt * Poet
IT/ilson, V/oodrow <^ President
Wright, 0. and V/ * * Flyers
Total - 55
c
Table IV shov/s that 55 persons have their complete bio-
graphies written in five textbooks. The names are divided as
follows: 58 in E, 24 in A, 11 in D, 10 in C, and eight in B.
Only George V/ashington is common to all five books.
I
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TABLE V
WOMEN MENTIONED
) I'tSXl'dJZl A B C D Hi
A.ddams , Jane 2 2 17 1 1 150 Humanitarian
Alcott, Louisa 1 1 Author
Anderson, Marian (NEGRO) 1 1 2 Singer
Anthony, Susan 1 1 11 Reformer
Austin, Ann 1 1 Colonizer
Barton, Clara 1 3 15 Nurse
Brewster, Mary 1 1 Nurse
Brown, Priscilla 2 2 Laborer
Buck, Pearl 1 2 Author
Burnett, Frances 1 1 Author
Cassatt, Mary 1 1 Artist
Gather, Willa 1 1 3 Author
1 1 8 Suffragate
Cornell, Catharine 1 2 Actress
Crandall, Prudence 1 2 Educator
Crane, Mary 2 2 Social Worker
Cushman, Charlotte 1 2 AWr UX O £> 0
Deland, Margaret 1 2 Author
Dix, Dorothea 1 5 19 Humanitarian
Dodge, Mary 1 3 Author
Drexel, Katharine 1 1 Humanitarian
Earheart, Amelia 2 2 Flyer
!

--
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TABLE V (continued)
>
NAME A B ODE LINES CLASSIFICATIOl^
Elizabeth (ENG) 5 8 Ruler
perba, Edna 1 2 Author
Fisher, Mary (SNG) 1 2 Colonizer
Fiske, Minnie 1 1 Actress
Bayes, Helen 1 4 Actress
Hutchinson, Ann 1 3 18 Colonizer
Isabella (POHT) 1 3 12 1 28 Ruler
Jackson, Helen 1 1 2 Author
Lalor, Alice 1 1 Educator
Lazarus, Emma 1 1 Poet
Liliukolani, Lydia (HAW) 1 1 Ruler
Lowell, Amy 1 1 Poet
Lyon
,
Mary 2 1 1 15 Educator
McDonough, Mary 1 1 Educator
Millay, Edna 1 1 Poet
Mitchell, Margaret 1 1 4 Author
Mott, Lucretia 1 1 1 17 Reformer
Peters, Sarah 1 1 Religion
Pickford, Mary 1 1 Actress 1
Pocahontas
Shaw , Anna
1
1
1
1
Indian
Suffragate
Stanton, Elizabeth 2 1 2 1 18 Reformer
Starr, Ellen 1 1 Humanitarian
i
f
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TABLE V (continued)
>
NAME A B C D E LINES CLASS IFICATIOl^r
jstone, Lucy 1 1 2 Reformer
Stow©, Harriet 1 2 2 1 28 Author
rudor, Mary (ENG) 5 8 Ruler
Wiggin, Kate 1 1 Author
r/illard, Emma 2 1 1 26 Educator
IVillard, Frances 1 1 4 Reformer
l^right, Frances (ENG) 3 6 Reformer
Total - 52
f
^;4
Table V shovirs that of fifty-tv/o women mentioned in the
five books, twenty-seven are in book B, 21 in Book D, 19 in
book S, 11 in book A, and 7 in book C.
Q,ueen Isabella and Jane Addams are the only names common
to all five books. In this list one Negro , one Hawaiian, and
four English women are mentioned.
m •
€
TABLE VI
NUMBER OF V/OMEN COMMON TO TEXTBOOKS
Classification Frequency
Mentioned in all five books 2
Mentioned in four books or more 5
Mentioned in three books or more 9
Mentioned in two books or more 20
Mentioned in one book only 52
Total in all five books 52
i/
TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF TYPES OF WOI«IAN ACTIVITY
Type of Activity Frequency
1. Literary 14
2. Reformers 15
5. Actress 5
4. Educator 5
5. Rulers 4
6. Miscellaneous 4
7. Colonizer 3
8. Aviator 1
9. Artist 1
10. Musician 1
11. Religion 1
Total 52

TABLE VIII
THIRTY PERSONS MENTION^iD MOST FREQUENTLY
NAME LINES CLASSIFICATION
in (/msningbon
,
ureorge XDUO JrresicLenb
J 61 1 erson, momas jrresiQenu
•2
{O •
T •! v\ A 1 A 1^ >^iixiicoxn.^ ADr£La8.ni y / o jrresicLenu i
\*± • jsLCKSon, AiicLrew xresxQen
u
;0 •
"D^ /-V n ^TTA T 4" rn"!-^^^ -3 ^ ^KOOSGVG-LTi y ixieocLore Xre s iQen
ft
Vtf 1±S oil y VVOUU-X ow jr re a xcLeni/
•7
;
' •
1
1 rtO xresiuen
'ft ri8.im± bOii , iiJL6iA.a.nu.6P D / O Jr OXltlCS
y • iiCLa.ins , J oxiii AAA jTre s xcLenii/
±U . r i*8.iiK±iii , Denjaniiii o ua uesman
T T L>±ayj nenry X^OXltlCS
T O usLxiiouii) J onn l>* ooo JrOJ-lblCS
lo • MECLison^ James oou rresidenu
T /I oOlumDuS 9 oiiPlSuopneP ^llAJ-tJ iijxp±orer
lo • Lee, nODeru ji. OUO mi±i uary
16 .
1 XV • MonT»of . .TanifiS 505 Pre s id.Ant
|17.
1
Grant, Ulysses S. 301 President
!18. Webster, Daniel 271 Politics
119. Taft, William 262 President
20. Cleveland, Grover 250 President
21. Adams, John Q,. 244 President
22. Adams, Samuel 201 Politics

TABLE VIII
(continued)
I- . i' - - ' I .1 I
NAME LINES CLASSIFICATION
25. McKinley, William 168 President
24. Bolivar, Simon (SP) 152 Statesman
25. Penn, William 152 Colonizer
26. VanBuren, Martin 152 President
27. Addams , Jane 150 Humanitarian
28. Davis, Jefferson 150 Politics
29. Rockefeller, John 142 Capitalist
30. Whitney, Eli 158 Inventor
I
Table VIII presents the thirty persons mentioned most
frequently. In it, twenty-four persons belong to the category
of statesmen and politicians, and the remainder consists of one
each in the categories of explorers, military men, colonizers,
humanitarians, capitalists and inventors. Two men are non-
Americans and only one woman is in the list.
4
TABLE IX (continued)
Persons Space Given
in This Study
25. Joseph Storey 0
24. Ralph Waldo Emerson 16
25. Nathaniel Hawthorne 6
26. Samuel L. Clemens 72
27. Walt Whitman 68
28. Edgar Allen Poe 28
29. Henry David Thoreau 1
30. Henry James 0
-«-Dumas Malone, "Who Are The American Immortals?",
Harper* 3 Monthly, XLXXIV (1959), p. 544-548.
4I
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TABIS IX
DUIMS MALOHE'S "AMERICAN BAMORTALS":
Persons Line Space Given
in This StudY
1
^* George viashington 1603
1
2. AbrsLiriam Lincoln 975
5. Thomas Jefferson 1302
4. Benjamin Franklin 435
5. Woodrow Wilson 753
6. James Madison 350
?• John Marshall 62
' 8. Alexander Hamilton 675
9. Ulysses S. Grant 301
Iio. Robert E. Lee 308
11. Andrew Jackson 821
12. John G. Calhoun 355
15. John Adams 464
14. John Quincy Adams 244
15. Jefferson Davis 150
16. Theodore Roosevelt 760
17. £>tephen A. Douglas 120
18. Daniel ivebster 271
19. Henry Clay 402
20. Grover Cleveland 250
21. v;illiara Jennings Bryan 105
22. Winfield Scott 65
i41
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMIvlENDATIONS
The total number of persons mentioned in junior high
school American history textbooks is enormous. Moreover authors
generally disagree as to the most important people in history.
The most frequently mentioned men were statesmen, presi-
dents, being more frequently mentioned than any others in this
group.
The writer feels that presidents have a greater amount of
space devoted to them than their importance warrants. It was
encouraging to note that military men were mentioned a fewer
number of times than previous studies have indicated. If the
frequency of mention may be taken as a criterion of importance,
authors are considering military men of less importance than
formerly was the case. This is a desirable tendency.
History should not be restricted to a study of politics
of the federal government. Education for citizenship calls for
a broader type of history to be taught to those who will consti-
tute the future members of the electorate, and to those who will
be charged with the responsibilities of government. Doctors,
scientists, religious leaders, and literary leaders have made
great contributions to the progress of civilization. Their
merits should be recognized. Pupils in junior high school
should be given more opportunities to become acquainted with
the lives of these leaders who have contributed to the great-
=S,ess of our country.
I 1

Analysis of the five textbooks has shown such men are not
entirely neglected but there is still much to be done. Out of
a total of approximately one thousand men, six hundred fifty
men other than statesmen and military men wera mentioned.
Authors have made much progress in broadening history to in-
clude all the more important vocations, and the people promin-
ent in them.
The vocations that received prominent space, however, are
the more spectacular ones. Aviators were found mentioned twenty
four times though the aviation industry is in its infancy.
Railroad men were mentioned only three times though the contri-
bution of the railroads far exceed the contributions that have
been made to date by the aviation industry. Other vocations
were similarly neglected.
The writer feels that the method of selection of persons
to be treated in junior high school is still in need of improve-
ment. Far too few women were mentioned considering the great
contributions they have made toward the advancement of society.
Only five per cent of the total found in the textbooks were
women. Surely they have been of greater importance than this
figure indicates.
In summary, the persons found to be mentioned in the
textbooks analyzed do not seem to constitute a representative
sampling of the leaders, past and present, who have been in-
strumental in the advancement of our country. Greater care is

needed in the selection of persons to be studied in the junior
high school American history classes in order- that the pupils
may obtain a true perspective as to the relative value of the
contributions made by scientists as opposed to those that have
been credited to military men.
Despite this adverse criticism, the distribution of em-
phasis in junior high school textbooks in American history seems
to be approaching an equitableness
.
<
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